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                1 (February 16, 2006.  Realtime file.  United States versus

                2 Kenneth Lay, Et al.)

                3

                4

       08:29    5           (The following was had before the jury)

                6             THE COURT:  Good morning, ladies and 
gentlemen.

                7 Please be seated.  Mr. Mr. Holscher, you may continue.

                8             MR. HOLSCHER:  Thank you, Your Honor.

                9 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

       08:30   10  Q.   Mr. Rice, on direct exam, Mr. Berkowitz asked you 
how

               11  much money you have today?

               12  A.   Yes.

               13  Q.   And you answered about 4.5 or 5 million left.  Do 
you

               14  see that?

       08:30   15  A.   Yes.

               16  Q.   I want to ask you a different question.  How much

               17  money did you have and that the task force let you keep

               18  the day you entered your agreement with them in June of

               19  2004?



       08:30   20  A.   My net worth subtracting the amount of money and

               21  assets, that were forfeited, was about 9 to $10 million.

               22  Q.   So you agree the task force was aware of those 9 to

               23  $10 million assets that they were letting you retain?

               24  A.   I don't know how much they were aware of.  I assume

       08:31   25  that they knew how much money I had.
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                1  Q.   Before you entered your plea, did you go over with

                2  the task force in any general or specific sense what

                3  assets you were going to be retaining?

                4  A.   I don't know whether I did with the task force.  I

       08:31    5  did file a report with the SEC that that detailed all

                6  those assets.

                7  Q.   So it's fair to say that as a result of your

                8  agreement you were able to avoid the forfeiture of that 
9

                9  or $10 million?

       08:31   10  A.   Yes.  The government never sought to forfeit the

               11  other 9 or $10 million.  It was my understanding that



               12  because that 9 or $10 million was earned the previous 20

               13  years before '99 when -- which was the period for which 
I

               14  was indicted, that they it's my understanding they

       08:32   15  couldn't require me to forfeit that.

               16  Q.   Didn't you understand that the way the forfeiture

               17  allegations were in the indictment, that the government

               18  had the power to substitute any assets you had up to the

               19  amount of money that you had allegedly laundered or

       08:32   20  engaged in the insider trading?

               21             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I'll object as asked 
and

               22 answered.  He's been over this area before.

               23             THE COURT:  Sustained.

               24 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

       08:32   25  Q.   So it's your understanding that the 9 to $10 
million
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                1  that you except as of the day the agreement was not

                2  subject to being taken by the government if you had not



                3  reached the agreement?

                4             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, same objection.

       08:32    5             THE COURT:  Sustained.  He just answered that

                6 question.

                7 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                8  Q.   I'd like to put a board up just to orient us to the

                9  time period here.

       08:33   10                  Mr. Rice, in your testimony yesterday, 
we

               11  went over some events in 2001.  I want to orient you to

               12  those and ask you a few questions.  First, you testified

               13  in direct exam that you had a meeting with Mr. Skilling

               14  that you believe occurred sometime around January 3rd at

       08:33   15  the time of the telephone call to Mr. Balmer; do you

               16  recall that?

               17  A.   Yes.

               18  Q.   And you told this jury that you were certain that

               19  during that call you discussed with Mr. Skilling your

       08:33   20  assessment of EBS' business; do you recall that 
testimony?

               21  A.   I think what I said was that while we were in

               22  Mr. Skilling's office, either way to make the call or

               23  after the call, I discussed some of -- I discussed some 
of



               24  EBS' business status with Mr. Skilling.

       08:34   25  Q.   You agree that when you were cooperating with the
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                1  government and interviewed by the FBI in 2004 and 2005,

                2  you were unable to place the date of that meeting; isn't

                3  that right?

                4  A.   When I was interviewed by the -- by the FBI, I

       08:34    5  remembered the meeting and what was said during the

                6  meeting.  I wasn't positive about the date of the 
meeting.

                7  Q.   And, in fact, the analyst conference that you made

                8  the presentation is January 25th; correct?

                9  A.   That's correct.

       08:34   10  Q.   And when you first spoke with the FBI, you told 
them

               11  you thought your discussion with Mr. Skilling was on

               12  January 30th; correct?

               13  A.   I don't remember.

               14  Q.   Do you remember telling the FBI that you believed 
the



       08:35   15  January 30th might be the day you had that discussion 
with

               16  Mr. Skilling?

               17  A.   I remember telling the FBI that I had this 
discussion

               18  with Mr. Skilling, it could have happened in early 
January

               19  or it could have happened later.

       08:35   20  Q.   So it would be fair to say that you don't know --

               21  setting aside any disagreement you might have about the

               22  contents of the conversation -- you don't know for 
certain

               23  whether or not your conversation with Mr. Skilling was

               24  before or after the January 25th analyst conference;

       08:35   25  correct?
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                1  A.   No.  I reviewed documents that helped me remember

                2  what we discussed in that meeting the and I am certain

                3  that I had that discussion with him on January 3rd.

                4  Q.   Okay.  And that's because you reviewed your 
calendar



       08:35    5  entry; is that right?

                6  A.   Actually I reviewed some e-mails regarding the

                7  Microsoft transaction and it helped me remember what we

                8  talked about.

                9  Q.   And in fact there is no e-mail that you have on 
that

       08:36   10  January 3rd date that any way reflects a broader

               11  discussion of Mr. Skilling with EBS; does it?

               12  A.   I don't think there's an e-mail that reflects that

               13  no.

               14  Q.   An there's no other document that you're aware of 
at

       08:36   15  EBS that any way indicates you met on January 3rd with

               16  Mr. Skilling to talk about the status of the company;

               17  isn't that right?

               18  A.   There is an e-mail that talks about the fact that I

               19  met with Mr. Skilling and we made the conference call 
with

       08:36   20  Mr. Balmer.

               21  Q.   Now, we also talked yesterday about the January 
25th,

               22  2001 analyst conference.  Do you recall generally

               23  questions about that?

               24  A.   Yes.

       08:36   25  Q.   You agree that you never showed Mr. Skilling a copy
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                1  of that draft presentation?

                2  A.   I -- I don't know if I did or not.

                3  Q.   You also agree that Mr. Skilling was not involved 
in

                4  preparing the EBS presentation to the analyst on January

       08:36    5  25th, 2001?

                6             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Object to the form of the

                7 question.  Also agree.  Prior testimony was he didn't 
know.

                8             THE COURT:  Overruled.

                9             THE WITNESS:  What was the question?

       08:37   10 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               11  Q.   Do you agree in a Mr. Skilling was not involved in

               12  preparing the materials for the EBS presentation at the

               13  January 2001 analyst conference?

               14  A.   I don't believe Mr. Skilling was involved or if he

       08:37   15  was he wasn't very involved in it.

               16  Q.   In fact, so far as you know, the first time

               17  Mr. Skilling saw the January 25th, 2001 EBS presentation



               18  was when it was shown to all the analysts; correct?

               19  A.   Well, I don't think that's the case, because we had

       08:37   20  review sessions that Mr. Skilling was present where we

               21  thumbed through the presentation.

               22  Q.   You had a high level January 12th, 2002 review

               23  session that went over everyone's presentation; correct?

               24  A.   Yes.

       08:38   25  Q.   You testified on your direct exam that you did not
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                1  believe or you did not view selling dark fiber "core

                2  capability or strategic thing for EBS to do do you 
recall

                3  that testimony?

                4  A.   Yes.

       08:38    5  Q.   If we could go to February 14 flip, please.

                6                  Looking at the time line here, do you 
see

                7  under February 14, there's reference to an EBS all

                8  employee meeting?



                9  A.   Yes, I do.

       08:38   10  Q.   And on February 14 of 2001, did you make

               11  presentation -- a presentation to all the employees of 
EBS

               12  where you gave an update on the status of EBS?

               13  A.   I think that's correct.

               14             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor we would like to if

       08:38   15 it's not already admitted, admit the media exhibit -- it

               16 would be defense media Exhibit 67, Your Honor, and play a

               17 short clip.

               18             THE COURT:  How short is it.

               19             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Objection.  As long.

       08:39   20             MR. HOLSCHER:  It's very short.

               21             THE COURT:  How short is it?

               22             MR. HOLSCHER:  I'm sorry.  We're just going 
to

               23 go through the trial transcript to speed this up.  Could 
we

               24 please have trial transcript Page 2754 Line 16 through 
23.

       08:39   25             THE COURT:  Is this in evidence?
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                1             THE COURT:  Have you offered the transcript.

                2             MR. HOLSCHER:  I'm sorry, Your Honor.  We're

                3 going to shorten this and this is just his testimony at

                4 this trial to frame the issue.

       08:39    5             THE COURT:  All right.

                6             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I'd object to the 
extent

                7 that the witness has already around what he testified to.

                8             THE COURT:  Well, let's just hear what he has

                9 to say.

       08:39   10 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               11  Q.   Do you see the question asked of you Mr. Rice, "Was

               12  that one of your core profit and loss centers just so

               13  we're clear?"

               14                  "ANSWER:  I did not view selling dark

       08:39   15  fiber as a core capability.  And it wasn't included as

               16  part -- as a strategic thing for us to do."  Do you see

               17  that?

               18  A.   Yes.

               19  Q.   You were not trying to imply to this jury that 
there

       08:40   20  was something wrong with EBS reporting the proceeds from

               21  excess fiber, did you?



               22  A.   Oh, no.

               23  Q.   You agree that EBS' dark fiber sales repeatedly

               24  disclosed to both the analysts and the SEC?

       08:40   25  A.   I think they were, yes.
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                1  Q.   If we could look at -- I'd like you to look at Tab

                2  129, which is Defense Exhibit 65.  I'm sorry, if you 
look

                3  at Tab 113, please.  Which is Defense Exhibit 6595.

                4             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, I believe this was

       08:40    5 admitted yesterday.

                6             THE COURT:  All right.

                7 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                8  Q.   Pam, could we please put up what in your document 
is

                9  Page 87, which is Bates ending 30298.

       08:41   10                  Mr. Rice, do you recognize this as the

               11  presentation that you made to the analysts regarding EBS

               12  in January of 2001?



               13  A.   This -- yeah, this is part of the presentation that

               14  my -- that I made with Mr. Hannon.

       08:41   15  Q.   And you agree as part of that presentation you made

               16  reference to dark fiber sales and swaps?

               17  A.   That's correct.

               18  Q.   Pam, go to the next page.

               19                  Do you agree that in referring to your

       08:41   20  intermediation services you also made reference to dark

               21  fiber sales and swaps in your presentation to the

               22  analysts; correct?

               23  A.   Yes.

               24  Q.   Go to the next page, please, Pam.

       08:41   25                  And when you made your presentation to 
the
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                1  analysts EBS' intermediation service circuits area, you

                2  also discussed with the analysts the dark fiber sales 
and

                3  swaps; correct?

                4  A.   We did.  I want to at least clarify that I'm not 



sure

       08:42    5  whether it was me or Mr. Hannon that actually covered 
this

                6  in the presentation though.

                7  Q.   If we can go to the next page, Pam.  Back one,

                8  please.  If you go to Page 97, please.

                9                  Again, when you're talking about the

       08:42   10  storage and wholesale content delivery part of EBS'

               11  business you also -- either you or Mr. Hannon discussed

               12  the analysts, dark fiber sales and swaps; correct.

               13  A.   Yes.  I'll just clarify we talked about dark fiber

               14  sales and swaps as part of our intermediation services

       08:42   15  business.  I don't think that in each of these slides it

               16  was referred to.  I think in the -- I think in one slide

               17  Mr. Hannon said dark fiber sales and swaps are part of 
our

               18  intermediation business.  Then my recollection is he 
went

               19  through other slides, I don't think he continued to 
repeat

       08:43   20  that, though.

               21  Q.   And you agree that dark fiber sales and swaps are

               22  part of EBS' intermediation business?

               23  A.   Yes, they are.

               24  Q.   I want to move on to another area of your 
testimony.



       08:43   25                  You've testified on direct exam that the
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                1 largest contributor to EBS' revenue for the third quarter

                2 of 2000 was gain of investment portfolio; do you recall

                3 that testimony?

                4  A.   Yes.

       08:43    5  Q.   Were you trying to imply in my way to this jury 
that

                6  there was something wrong with EBS recognizing revenue

                7  from its investment portfolio as differentiated from 
some

                8  other revenue?

                9  A.   No, I don't want to give the impression that 
there's

       08:43   10  anything wrong with that.

               11  Q.   And you agree that Enron's merchant investment

               12  business was part of its core business strategy; 
correct?

               13  A.   The merchant investment strategy for EBS was not

               14  considered one of our core businesses.



       08:44   15  Q.   Okay.  Trevor, can we please go to government 
exhibit

               16  media 2762 clip from the January 25th, 2000 analyst

               17  conference.  Page 290, Line 23.

               18                  Mr. Rice, I'm going to show you a clip 
of

               19  what you said to the analysts on January 25th, 2001.

       08:44   20               (Whereupon, the tape was played)

               21 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               22  Q.   You agree Mr. Rice that you told the analyst in 
2001

               23  that the merchant vesting business was part of EBS'

               24  commercial business?

       08:46   25  A.   I did say it's part of our commercial business.
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                1  Q.   You also agree that the merchant investment gains 
at

                2  EBS were fully disclosed in the various reports that

                3  Enron made to the SEC?

                4  A.   I don't know whether they were.  I think they were.

       08:46    5  Q.   But just so it's clear to the jury, you are not



                6  saying there's any problem with how Enron or EBS 
disclosed

                7  its gains on these merchant investments; correct?

                8  A.   No, there's no problem in that.

                9  Q.   And so far as you know it's done lawfully and

       08:47   10  reviewed by accountants and lawyers; correct?

               11  A.   Yes.

               12             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Objection, Your Honor

               13 foundation.

               14             THE COURT:  Let's move to something else.  
He's

       08:47   15 answered.

               16 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               17  Q.   You testified on direct exam about some excess dark

               18  fiber that was sold to LJM in the second quarter of 
2000;

               19  do you recall that?

       08:47   20  A.   Yes.

               21  Q.   I'd like to put up your trial testimony.  This is

               22  February 14, 2006 at Page 2756.  And you were asked the

               23  question, "Why did you sell 90 to 100 million worth of

               24  dark fiber to LJM in the second quarter of 2000?"  And

       08:47   25  could you please read your answer, Mr. Rice?
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                1  A.   "Because we couldn't find anyone else that would 
buy

                2  it for more than what we had in it."

                3  Q.   In truth, Mr. Rice, LJM paid the market price for

                4  that fiber; didn't it?

       08:48    5  A.   I don't know the answer to that.  I don't know

                6  whether it was the market price or not.  The market 
price

                7  for dark fiber at the time was a -- was a moving number.

                8  Q.   And, in fact, you were told -- do you know who

                9  Mr. Howard is?

       08:48   10  A.   Yes.

               11  Q.   What was Mr. Howard's position at EBS during this

               12  time period in 2000?

               13  A.   Mr. Howard was the chief financial officer for EBS.

               14  Q.   I want to make sure we're being clear with the 
jury.

       08:48   15                  Are you, in any way, trying to indicate 
to

               16  this jury that the transaction with LJM in 2000 was not 
a



               17  negotiated arm's length transaction?

               18  A.   No.  I -- it was a negotiated arm's length

               19  transaction.

       08:48   20  Q.   So I want to round out your testimony.  You agree

               21  that Mr. Howard negotiated very strenuously with LJM

               22  regarding the price it would pay?

               23  A.   Yes, he did.

               24  Q.   And, in fact, the negotiations with LJM were so

       08:49   25  heated, that Mr. Howard came to you because he was
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                1  concerned that Mr. Fastow would either try and cut his

                2  bonus or get him fired because the negotiations had 
become

                3  so acrimonious; correct?

                4  A.   That's correct.

       08:49    5  Q.   And, in fact, Mr. Howard told you that the price 
LJM

                6  was paying for this dark fiber was the market price;

                7  correct?

                8  A.   I don't know if he told me that, but it was my



                9  understanding that -- that the price LJM was paying 
could

       08:49   10  be considered a market price.

               11  Q.   Do you know how much LJM was paying per fiber miles

               12  as part of the transaction?

               13  A.   No, I don't.

               14  Q.   And do you know how much it cost EBS per fiber 
mile?

       08:50   15  A.   No.

               16  Q.   And do you know whether the cost for fiber mile 
went

               17  up or down after this transaction, Mr. Rice?

               18  A.   I don't know.

               19  Q.   So if you indicated to the jury or they had the

       08:50   20  impression, that LJM overpaid for that, that would have

               21  been invertent^; correct?

               22             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge objection it's been 
asked

               23 and answered.

               24             THE COURT:  Sustained.

       08:50   25 BY MR. HOLSCHER:
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                1  Q.   I'd like you to look at Tab 131, which is Defense

                2  Exhibit 4860.  Do you have that in front of you, Mr. 
Rice?

                3  A.   Yes.  4860, is that correct?

                4  Q.   Yes.  Do you recognize this exhibit as a bulk 
package

       08:51    5  of all the ADASs that were given to the Enron finance

                6  committee meeting of the Board on October 6, 2000?

                7  A.   Yes.

                8  Q.   Can you just briefly tell the jury what the 
procedure

                9  was at Enron?

       08:51   10  A.   ADAS is an acronym for a deal approval sheet.  And

               11  any significant transaction at Enron went through a deal

               12  approval process that involved and analyzing the deal 
for

               13  risks and for the financial impact of the deal on Enron

               14  and as part of that, this deal approval sheet or ADAS 
was

       08:51   15  put together in each of the units that would be impacted

               16  by the the transaction would have to sign off the deal

               17  approval sheet.

               18  Q.   And you're aware that this LJM transaction for this

               19  dark fiber went to the ADAS process; correct?



       08:52   20  A.   I'm sure it did yes.

               21  Q.   Did you review the ADAS for that?

               22  A.   I may have.

               23  Q.   I'd like you to look and, in fact, just so that we

               24  can bet get a perspective here, that's one of the ADAS

       08:52   25  entries that may be in over a hundred or so in that -- 
to
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                1  be approved by the finance committee that day?

                2  A.   Yeah.  I'm sure it's one of several.

                3  Q.   Okay.  Could we please look at defense Exhibit 
4860.

                4  I'd like you to turn to page ending 1787 through 1790.

       08:52    5  And, Pam, that's Page 112 through 115 on your system.

                6             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, I move to admit 
this

                7 exhibit.

                8             THE COURT:  It's admitted.

                9              (Exhibit Number ** was admitted)

       08:52   10             MR. HOLSCHER:  Thank you.



               11 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               12  Q.   Pam, if you could blow up the bottom part.

               13                  I'd like you to look at the return 
summary

               14  section, Mr. Rice?

       08:53   15  A.   Okay.

               16  Q.   Does that refresh your memory as to what the price

               17  was per fiber mile under this transaction with LJM?

               18  A.   Yes.

               19  Q.   Could you just read to the jury what's stated there

       08:53   20  in the return section?

               21  A.   "EBS would sell fiber for $1,100 about her fiber 
mile

               22  that has an average cost basis of $453 per fiber mile.

               23  The fiber has been sold at market occurring to EBS

               24  bandwidth traders.  The majority of any upside which

       08:53   25  occurs in the future in presence he says this is above
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                1  LJM2's return, from a sale is captured by Enron through 
a



                2  marketing arrangement."

                3  Q.   And, in fact -- in fact EBS' traders had to verify

                4  with the people involved in the dash process that this 
was

       08:53    5  the market price; correct?

                6  A.   They -- yes they apparently verified that.

                7  Q.   And Mr. Howard in this hard fought negotiation for

                8  Mr. Fastow actually negotiated for EBS to retain some of

                9  the upside if LJM were able to resell this for a profit

       08:54   10  that he is EBS on could actually sell on the upside;

               11  correct?

               12  A.   I'm not familiar specifically with the terms of 
that

               13  but I know that we had an ongoing marketing arrangement

               14  with LJM for that dark fiber and it was my understanding

       08:54   15  that we would get some of the upside.

               16  Q.   And, in fact, about five months later, at market

               17  prices, this dark fiber was resold at close to $1,800 a

               18  fiber mile; correct?

               19  A.   I just know that in the fourth quarter there was 
what

       08:54   20  I considered a reconstructing of the transaction and 
there

               21  was additional -- there was additional earnings 
associated



               22  with that.  I don't know the details of that 
transaction.

               23  Q.   Are you aware that this fiber was actually sold on

               24  the open market to path net 360 network at $1,800 a 
fiber

       08:55   25  mile?
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                1  A.   No, I didn't know that.

                2  Q.   Let's look at can you look at Tab 132, please,

                3  Mr. Rice.  This is Defense Exhibit 4898.  And if you 
could

                4  look at Bates ending 2561 through 62, Mr. Rice.

       08:55    5                  Pam, that's Page 21 and 22 on your 
system.

                6  Pam, if you could blow up and highlight the part on the

                7  second page.  Mr. Rice I'm going to draw your attention 
to

                8  the second page.

                9             MR. HOLSCHER:  First of all, Your Honor, we'd

       08:56   10 like to admit Defense Exhibit 4898.

               11             MR. BERKOWITZ:  No objection, Your Honor.



               12             THE COURT:  All right.  It's admitted.

               13              (Exhibit Number ** was admitted)

               14 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

       08:56   15  Q.   By the way, Mr. Rice, you're on these ADAS sheets

               16  right for these transactions that go through EBS?

               17  A.   Some of them.  Yeah.

               18  Q.   Does looking at this second page at all refresh 
your

               19  memory that the -- the fiber that was sold to LJM for

       08:56   20  $1,100 a fiber mile was actually worth 1,800 in the in 
the

               21  open market five months later?

               22  A.   It doesn't refresh my memory because I don't

               23  remember -- I don't remember the specifics of this

               24  transaction.

       08:56   25  Q.   Okay.  So would it be fair to say, Mr. Rice, that 
so
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                1  far as you know today, the dark fiber transaction that 
EBS

                2  had with LJM in this time period was a arm's length



                3  transaction at market value; correct?

                4  A.   I do believe it was an arm's length transaction.

       08:57    5  Q.   And it would be fair to say, Mr. Rice, in this June

                6  2000 time period, you were extremely bullish about EBS'

                7  prospects?

                8  A.   Yeah, in June 2000 I was bullish about EBS'

                9  prospects.

       08:57   10             MR. HOLSCHER:  I'd like to put up, Your 
Honor,

               11 defense Exhibit 20562.

               12 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               13  Q.   Should be Tab 133, Mr. Rice.

               14                  Blow up the first page.

       08:57   15                  Again, Mr. Rice, to focus your 
attention,

               16  this is about the time of the transaction with LJM we 
just

               17  discussed and I want to go overall one of your e-mails.

               18  Do you recognize this as the e-mail you sent to Jeff

               19  Skilling on June 21st, 2000?

       08:58   20  A.   Yes.  I actually sent it to his assistant sherry.

               21             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, we move to admit

               22 Defense Exhibit 20562.

               23             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I have no objection to



               24 this exhibit or the other exhibits but I will note that

       08:58   25 these exhibits have been going up on the board as soon as
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                1 it's shown to the witness, and so I just ask that they 
wait

                2 until Your Honor admits them.

                3             THE COURT:  I think that's a better 
procedure.

                4 It's admitted.

       08:58    5             MR. HOLSCHER:  Thank you, Your Honor.

                6              (Exhibit Number ** was admitted)

                7             MR. HOLSCHER:  We're trying to go as quickly 
as

                8 we can.  I apologize.

                9             THE COURT:  I understand.  No problem.

       08:58   10 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               11  Q.   I want to set the stage here, Mr. Rice.  Is it fair

               12  to say this e-mail is the only private, secret e-mail 
you

               13  ever sent to Jeff Skilling regarding EBS?

               14  A.   I'm not sure what you mean by private, secret e-



mail.

       08:59   15  Q.   Well, let's blow up the bottom part here.

               16                  Pam, can you blow up the bottom half,

               17  please.

               18                  This e-mail is being sent to

               19  Mr. Skilling's assistant; correct?

       08:59   20  A.   That's correct.

               21  Q.   And can you please read just the full first two

               22  sentences, please.

               23  A.   "Will you make sure Jeff gets this before he leaves

               24  on vacation.  I don't want anyone else to read it so be

       08:59   25  careful when you print it out.  If he reads his e-mail 
and
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                1  knows how to open attachments, you can forward this to

                2  him."

                3  Q.   Is it fair to say this is the only time you sent

                4  Mr. Skilling an e-mail relating to EBS where you

       08:59    5  instructed him or his assistant not to show it to 
someone



                6  else; isn't that right?

                7  A.   I don't know if it's the only one.  I can't 
remember

                8  of another one, though.

                9  Q.   And in this e-mail you wanted to have a candid

       09:00   10  discussion with Mr. Skilling about a sensitive issue;

               11  correct?

               12  A.   That's correct.

               13  Q.   I'd like to turn to the memo itself.  And the 
purpose

               14  of this e-mail, Mr. Rice -- well, let me back up.

       09:00   15                  At this time, you and Joe Hirko were

               16  co-CEOs of EBS; correct?

               17  A.   No, that's not quite correct.

               18  Q.   Were you chief commercial officer at this time?

               19  A.   Yes, I was.

       09:00   20  Q.   So let's back up.  At one time you and Mr. Hirko 
were

               21  co-CEOs; correct?

               22  A.   That's correct.

               23  Q.   And then what time period did that end?

               24  A.   That ended in about the February of 2000 time 
period.

       09:00   25  Q.   And that's when you became chief commercial 
officer;
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                1  correct?

                2  A.   That's correct.

                3  Q.   And at the time you became chief commercial officer

                4  you actually obtained about $1.6 million -- I'm sorry, 
1.6

       09:01    5  million, you know, stock options of Enron?

                6  A.   That's correct.

                7  Q.   And in fact you believe when you stepped down to

                8  chief commercial officer, that you were making a 
sacrifice

                9  because it was not the same position you had over at 
Enron

       09:01   10  North America; correct?

               11  A.   I didn't really view I want as a sacrifice.

               12  Mr. Hirko and I were could he CEOs and both of us felt

               13  that that was confusing for our organization and we 
agreed

               14  that the best thing for the organization would be only 
to

       09:01   15  have one CEO and I didn't really enjoy being a CEO, and



               16  what I wanted to do was become more involved in the

               17  commercial aspects of the business and less involved in

               18  management of the business.  So I volunteered to be 
chief

               19  commercial officer.  I didn't really feel that it was a

       09:02   20  sacrifice.

               21  Q.   In fact, Mr. Rice, this e-mail is a e-mail by you 
to

               22  Mr. Skilling to try to convince him to make you the CEO 
of

               23  EBS; correct?

               24  A.   It was an e-mail from me to Mr. Skilling to let him

       09:02   25  know that I understood the issue that he was dealing 
with,
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                1  which was both Mr. Skilling or all three, Mr. Skilling,

                2  myself and Mr. Hirko agreed that the headquarters for 
EBS

                3  should be in Houston, but Mr. Hirko lived in Portland.

                4  And Mr. Skilling and Mr. Hirko and I discussed this

       09:02    5  several times in the June time frame of 2000.  And we 
all



                6  agreed that we needed the headquarters to be in Houston

                7  and --

                8  Q.   Let me -- I'm sorry to stop you.  This -- you 
didn't

                9  send Mr. Hirko a copy of this e-mail; did you?

       09:02   10  A.   No, I didn't.

               11  Q.   Can we blow up the third bullet point at the bottom

               12  of the page.  And could you please just read that to the

               13  jury, Mr. Rice.

               14  A.   "What is best for the business.  This business has

       09:03   15  the potential to be truly awesome if we build it like 
ECT.

               16  I have really believe intermediation and packaging of

               17  broadband services (bandwidth storage, streaming 
capacity,

               18  on a wholesale basis, like packaging energy), is going 
to

               19  be big, but more importantly, it is going to give us 
both

       09:03   20  real and financial options like we could never imagine.

               21                  We'd be like kids in a Kennedy store in

               22  about a year.  I like Joe and I think he is a smart guy,

               23  but I honestly don't think he graphss this like Kevin, 
or

               24  FREEFRT or Lou, or Sheriff or me or like a lot of guys 
we



       09:03   25  haven't had around here and I think you need to think
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                1  about that."

                2  Q.   And when you are talking about the real and 
financial

                3  options like we could never imagine you're referring to

                4  the real and financial products that you had 
successfully

       09:04    5  created in the natural gas business; correct?

                6  A.   Yes.

                7  Q.   And what you saw in the June 2000 time period was 
the

                8  potential to have all the different financial products

                9  related to broadband intermediation that could bring the

       09:04   10  same kind of profits that Enron was getting in its 
natural

               11  gas business correct?

               12  A.   In June 2000 I thought that was -- I thought that 
was

               13  the case.

               14  Q.   And let's just go to the fourth bullet point please



       09:04   15  at the top of the next page, Pam.  And could you please

               16  read this to the jury?

               17  A.   "What is best for me?  As you know, I don't like a

               18  lot of the crap that the CEO has to put up with, but I

               19  know neither do you.  Besides, as CCO I'm getting a lot 
of

       09:04   20  it anyway.  The bottom line is I have a net worth

               21  approaching $100 million with a good 60 to 70 percent

               22  still tied up in Enron for a few more years.  So I guess 
I

               23  could retire, or I manage it for a couple of years and 
try

               24  to blow it out, which is what I think could happen if we

       09:05   25  do this right.  What I want to do is either one or the
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                1  other, either be in charge and be accountable or help 
out

                2  with deals and not be accountable for the over all

                3  performance.  Theoretically, I get paid the same either

                4  way, but I Mike my chances of getting rich faster if I 
am



       09:05    5  the one running the business."

                6  Q.   Pam, if you could down to the next paragraph to the

                7  jury.

                8             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, that will be the

                9 last paragraph I have Mr. Rice read full to the jury.

       09:05   10             THE COURT:  All right.

               11             THE WITNESS:  "I know you're convinced you 
are

               12 in a little bit of a box because you know Joe is fading 
and

               13 you are frayed I am going to bail out at a bad time so 
I'll

               14 help you out.  If I stay Chief commercial officer, no

       09:05   15 commitment, I'm honestly not as confident of our success 
in

               16 that see her I don't see (we'll be successful, but I 
think

               17 the maximum value is achieved by having an Enron guy

               18 running the bits) if I'm in charge I will make a 
commitment

               19 through at least the end of 2001 and we'll develop a

       09:06   20 succession plan."

               21 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               22  Q.   Pam, if you could go to the very top of this e-mail

               23  the first page.  And just blow up the first paragraph.  
No

               24  above that, the text above it, please.



       09:06   25                  In this first paragraph, you were asking
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                1 Mr. Skilling to make this decision as to whether you were

                2 going to be the CEO before the next analyst call because 
if

                3 you were going to be the CEO, you wanted to be the person

                4 making that presentation; correct?

       09:06    5  A.   That's not quite correct.  I think what I was

                6  thinking at the time was I wanted to get this issue

                7  resolved as soon as we could.  And if it was going to be

                8  resolved by myself becoming the CEO, then it would --

                9  there was no need for Joe to participate in that 
earnings

       09:07   10  release conference call.

               11  Q.   Maybe my question wasn't clear.  In this e-mail, 
you

               12  are asking Mr. Skilling to decide whether or not you 
would

               13  be CEO in advance of the next earnings call, because if

               14  you were going to be the CEO, you would be the person in



       09:07   15  the call, not Mr. Hirko; correct?

               16  A.   That would be my -- that was my recommendation, 
yes.

               17  Q.   Now, you mention on that second page that you said

               18  "Jeff you might be in a little box;" do you recall that?

               19  A.   Yes.

       09:07   20  Q.   In fact, this e-mail was a a polite message to

               21  Mr. Skilling that if he didn't make you CEO you were 
going

               22  to potentially leave EBS; correct?

               23  A.   That's not.

               24             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Your Honor -- go ahead.

       09:08   25             THE WITNESS:  No.  That wasn't the intention 
of
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                1 the memo at all.

                2 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                3  Q.   Well, let's go to the second page again.  And that

                4  second to the last paragraph.

       09:08    5             MR. BERKOWITZ:  And I would ask that the 
final



                6 paragraph be blown up also for completeness purposes.

                7             MR. HOLSCHER:  Absolutely.

                8             THE COURT:  All right.  Read the final

                9 paragraph.

       09:08   10 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               11  Q.   I would -- we can go through the entire letter and

               12  the other paragraphs as well.  If you like to have him

               13  read out loud the final paragraph that's great.

               14  A.   Okay.  Is that what I'm doing?

       09:08   15  Q.   Sure.

               16  A.   "I'm not lobbying to get Joe out and me in.  My

               17  preference would probably be to have Joe move to 
Houston,

               18  can an Enron guy and I'll be chief commercial officer.

               19  Same pay, less headaches.  But it's not a perfect world

       09:08   20  and I think the best outcome for the business is senior

               21  Enron guy probably me, in charge, coupled with Kevin to

               22  handle the things that I don't do well.  Fortunately for

               23  us the things I don't do well or like, Kevin does do

               24  pretty well."

       09:08   25  Q.   For completeness purposes let's go to the first 
page,
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                1  Mr. Rice.  And I would like you to read the first two 
but

                2  points there to the jury.

                3  A.   "The first bullet point is it's time to consolidate

                4  the will chief's in Houston.  We clearly have two 
cultures

       09:09    5  in EBS and it is not healthy.  The Portland culture for

                6  the most part still doesn't get the Enron way and as 
long

                7  as Joe is CEO and lives in port lan, even if Joe gets 
it,

                8  it sends a signal to the organization that the Portland

                9  culture is acceptable.  We've got to have one culture 
and

       09:09   10  it has to be Enron's.  The cultural difference can be

               11  summed up like this:  Strategic and assets (Portland)

               12  versus tangible transactions and leverage (Houston).  
The

               13  solution:  The CEO needs to be in Houston full time."

               14  Q.   Read the next bullet point, please.

       09:09   15  A.   "Joe and I have got to have one job or the other.  
As

               16  long as Joe is in Portland and as long as I am 



available,

               17  EBS people are going to ask for my direction and

               18  decisions.  The reason they do this I belive not just

               19  because -- is' I believe just because I am there, but

       09:10   20  balls I have the Enron experience to make the decisions

               21  that make the most sense from the Enron perspective.  
Even

               22  when I'm not around and Joe is in Houston, guys like 
Cox,

               23  Garland, Fallon, DiMichelle, Grieblin, et cetera, track 
me

               24  down to get my input.  As much as I would like to think 
I

       09:10   25  could do only the commercial deals, the market is 
telling
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                1  me that they want more than just the commercial value of

                2  my 19 years around here.  The only way around this is to

                3  either put me entirely in charge or get me way from it 
all

                4  together and replace it with Joe.  I think most of the 
--



       09:10    5  I think most of the key players in the organization,

                6  however, are not going to be comfortable with Joe's 
calls

                7  in many of situations."

                8  Q.   In these two paragraphs, Mr. Rice, aren't you

                9  politely advocating that you should be the CEO of EBS?

       09:11   10  A.   What I'm doing is I'm just telling Mr. Skilling 
that

               11  we have an issue.  And I am trying to summarize the 
issue

               12  as being we got to either be, got to consolidate in

               13  Houston.  And problem was was that Mr. Hirko and I were

               14  each getting different people asking for decisions and

       09:11   15  that was a problem.  And so what I was saying was we 
have

               16  to resolve the problem.

               17  Q.   But each in each of the key bullet point areas,

               18  comparing your skill set to Mr. Hirko's you invariably

               19  came down in favor of yours, right, Mr. Rice?

       09:11   20  A.   I came down in favor of having someone with more

               21  experience at Enron running the business.

               22  Q.   And going back to the second page there's a 
reference

               23  there that might be a little box, in fact, didn't you in

               24  fact have a discussion after this where Mr. Skilling

       09:11   25  expressed concern that if he didn't make you CEO that 



you
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                1  might leave?

                2  A.   I -- I don't remember having that discussion with

                3  him.

                4  Q.   Looking to that second to the last paragraph, in

       09:12    5  fact, didn't you follow-up on this e-mail with a

                6  conversation with Mr. Skilling where you said if you

                7  weren't CEO you couldn't make any commitment as to how

                8  long you would be staying at EBS?

                9             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Your Honor, I'm going to 
object

       09:12   10 as cumulative.

               11             THE COURT:  We've covered this I think

               12 repeatedly.  Let's move to something else.

               13 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               14  Q.   After this e-mail you became at -- in the few weeks

       09:12   15  or so after this e-mail you became a CEO of EBS?

               16  A.   Yes.



               17  Q.   I want to try and quickly cover the monetizations 
you

               18  went over on your direct exam.

               19             THE COURT:  What happened to Mr. Hirko.

       09:13   20             MR. HOLSCHER:  He retired.  He did work with 
us

               21 as a consultant in January for awhile.

               22             THE COURT:  Did did he stay in Portland?

               23             THE WITNESS:  He did stay in Portland, yes.

               24 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

       09:13   25  Q.   Mr. Rice, you testified on direct exam that the
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                1  largest contributor for fourth quarter revenues in 2000

                2  was the monetization of the consent services business?

                3  A.   Yes.

                4  Q.   And you agree that it's not unusual for large

       09:13    5  companies or telecommunication companies to money ties

                6  their assets during there are 2000 time period?

                7  A.   It's -- I don't think -- I don't think it's 
unusual,



                8  no.

                9  Q.   You agree that many of the telecommunication tie

       09:13   10  technical companies in 2000, 2001 were doing similar

               11  monetizations of valuable assets?

               12             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Objection; foundation.

               13             THE COURT:  Didn't we talk about this

               14 yesterday?  I thought we had a long question and answer

       09:14   15 about monetization.

               16             MR. HOLSCHER:  I don't believe we covered 
this,

               17 but I will move quickly, Your Honor.

               18             THE COURT:  You can ask -- the objection as 
to

               19 foundation is overruled.  Go ahead.

       09:14   20             MR. HOLSCHER:  I don't know if the witness

               21 answered the question.  Can you please just read the

               22 question back.

               23             THE WITNESS:  I don't know how many we were

               24 doing similar monetization.

       09:14   25 BY MR. HOLSCHER:
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                1  Q.   But you have an understanding that it was not

                2  unusual; right?

                3             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, objection.  Asked and

                4 answered and also relevance.

       09:14    5             THE COURT:  Was it unusual or not?

                6             THE WITNESS:  I know it wasn't unusual at

                7 Enron.

                8 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                9  Q.   All right.  And the monetizations that were done 
with

       09:14   10  the relating to the content service businesses, those 
you

               11  know were all reviewed by EBS' in-house accountants and

               12  lawyers?

               13  A.   Yes.

               14  Q.   And also reviewed by outside accountants and 
lawyers?

       09:15   15  A.   I believe that's correct also.

               16  Q.   And to your knowledge, the inside accountants and 
the

               17  outside accountants approved of the transactions; 
correct?

               18             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I'll object asked and

               19 answered and also foundation.



       09:15   20             THE COURT:  Overruled. Did they approve?  Yes

               21 or no?

               22             THE WITNESS:  Yes.

               23             THE COURT:  All right.

               24 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

       09:15   25  Q.   Now, on your direct exam you refer to these
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                1  monetizations as being taking a hit of crack cocaine; do

                2  you recall that testimony?

                3  A.   Yes.

                4  Q.   And you gave essentially you agree gave essentially

       09:15    5  identical answer when you were asked that question in 
the

                6  EBS trial?

                7  A.   Yes.

                8  Q.   And you knew you were going to be asked the 
question

                9  leading up to your answer as to whether these were like

       09:15   10  taking a hit of crack cocaine; right?

               11             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, objection.  Relevance.



               12             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, I'm entitled to 
get

               13 into the area.

               14             THE COURT:  Overruled.

       09:16   15 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               16  Q.   You knew before you testified that Mr. Berkowitz 
was

               17  going to ask you a question that was going to call for 
you

               18  to make the answer, it was like taking another hit of

               19  crack cocaine.  You knew that; right?

       09:16   20  A.   Yes.

               21  Q.   Okay.  It was not all surprising to you when that

               22  question was teed up on direct exam?

               23  A.   No.

               24             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Objection to the form.

       09:16   25             THE COURT:  Overruled.
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                1 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                2  Q.   In fact, Mr. Rice, you know to make the reference 



to

                3  taking a hit of crack cocaine is alluding to something

                4  that's illegal; right?

       09:16    5  A.   That -- that wasn't -- that wasn't what I was 
trying

                6  to convey.  I was trying to convey that more like an

                7  addiction that it being illegal.

                8  Q.   And you agree that's pretty inflammatory language?

                9  A.   It's what I told Mr. Hannon when we walked out of 
the

       09:17   10  meeting.  I don't know whether it's inflammatory or not.

               11  It's just what I just said.

               12  Q.   Before you had your cooperation agreement with the

               13  government, did you ever create any document at EBS that

               14  referred to these monetizations as taking a hit of crack

       09:17   15  cocaine?

               16  A.   No, I don't think so.

               17  Q.   Before you began your cooperation with the

               18  government, did you ever see any document, anywhere at

               19  Enron that referred to monetizations like that?

       09:17   20  A.   No.

               21  Q.   In fact, monetizations were part of EBS' FULly

               22  disclosed business plan; correct?

               23  A.   The EBS or monetizations were part of our business,



               24  yes.  I don't know that it was actually in the business

       09:17   25  plan but it was no secret that we did monetizations as
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                1  part of our business.

                2  Q.   I'd like to switch topics and direct your attention

                3  to the March 23rd, and April 17 time frame.  If I could

                4  just go back to the chart here, I want to just frame 
this.

       09:18    5                  If you could tell the jury when when the

                6 Blockbuster deal was terminated, Mr. Rice.

                7  A.   The Blockbuster deal was terminated in the early

                8  March.

                9  Q.   So sometime before the March 23rd special analyst

       09:18   10  call?

               11  A.   That's correct.

               12  Q.   And you testified in direct exam about some very

               13  specific statements that Mr. Skilling made on March 23rd

               14  and April 17th; do you recall that testimony?

       09:18   15  A.   Yes.



               16  Q.   And you also gave some testimony as to how

               17  Mr. Skilling's statements might somehow affect the 
market

               18  price for Enron; do you recall that?

               19  A.   I don't recall that.

       09:19   20  Q.   Do you agree, Mr. Rice, that as of March 23rd, 
2001,

               21  the stock market was giving no value in the Enron stock

               22  that was going on at EBS?

               23             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I'll object to

               24 foundation as to what the stock market knew.

       09:19   25             THE COURT:  All right.  Sustain the 
objection.
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                1             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, I will proffer to

                2 you that on direct examination I will get the exact page

                3 and line that the witness testified about that and made

                4 specific comments about that on direct.

       09:19    5             THE COURT:  All right.  Ask him see what he

                6 says then.



                7 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                8  Q.   In fact, Mr. Rice, you knew that as of March 23rd,

                9  2001, the stock market was not giving any value to Enron

       09:20   10  for the EBS business correct?

               11             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I'll object as the 
stock

               12 market he wants to ask him his view that's one thing.

               13             THE COURT:  Did did he say on direct that the

               14 market was not valuing or that was his opinion?

       09:20   15             MR. HOLSCHER:  He gave his view of what the

               16 market had done, and he's testified about this in other

               17 proceedings as well with his opinion, his views so the

               18 government has had him opine in this case and another 
case.

               19             THE COURT:  I just asked him what he said on

       09:20   20 direct.  Do you feel an opinion whether the market 
provided

               21 any value for it?

               22             THE WITNESS:  I believe my opinion at the 
time

               23 was that there was very little value.  This is 
membership,

               24 I didn't know what the the market was doing but 
membership

       09:20   25 was there wasn't much value for EBS and Enron stock 
price.
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                1 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                2  Q.   And you followed some of the analysts reports that

                3  were covering EBS?

                4  A.   Yes.  From time to time.

       09:21    5  Q.   And which -- which analysts any in particular whose

                6  reports you reviewed?

                7  A.   I don't remember.  It wasn't -- I just reviewed the

                8  ones that Mr. Koenig or Ms. Rieker sent to me and I 
can't

                9  tell you who they were, really.

       09:21   10  Q.   Weren't you on a regular basis being given updates 
on

               11  what the analysts were saying about EBS and Enron?

               12  A.   Yes.

               13  Q.   Okay.  And, in fact, that was information that you

               14  had discussed with Ms. Rieker, Mr. Koenig?

       09:21   15  A.   Yes.

               16  Q.   And didn't EBS also have an internal group that was

               17  going to be doing intelligence and telecommunications 
that



               18  would also be providing you that information?

               19  A.   Yes.

       09:21   20  Q.   Fair to say as CEO of EBS you were getting a wealth

               21  of information about what -- how the mark was valuing 
EBS

               22  in relation to the over all value of Enron; isn't that

               23  right?

               24  A.   I was getting a wealth of information about how the

       09:22   25  market viewed EBS.  I don't recall any specific reports
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                1  that came out and said no value for EBS.  It sort of 
like

                2  reading tea leaves, you know, you read what they have to

                3  say about the company in general and you try to imply 
okay

                4  what does that mean in terms of the value of EBS.

       09:22    5  Q.   If we could put up Defense Exhibit 33459.

                6             MR. HOLSCHER:  This is, Your Honor, Mr. 
Rice's

                7 testimony on April 28, 2005 in the EBS trial.



                8                  Pam, it's the second to last page.  
Should

                9 be Page 2378 Line 22.

       09:22   10             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I'll object to the use

               11 of testimony other proceedings there's Rules of Evidences

               12 as to how these things ought to be used and so forth and 
I

               13 don't think that we have established any basis for the

               14 introduction.

       09:23   15             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, it's a prior

               16 inconsistent statement to readily --

               17             THE COURT:  All right.  I'll allow it.  Let's

               18 see what he says.

               19             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, also note that 
this

       09:23   20 is an unusual situation we're in the Federal Rules of

               21 Evidence under 801(d) because it's the same party.

               22             MR. BERKOWITZ:  The objection has been

               23 overruled I don't know if this is argument.

               24             THE COURT:  I don't know why we need to have 
an

       09:23   25 argument about this.  I've already allowed you to show 
it.
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                1                  Are you suggesting I made the wrong

                2 decision?

                3             MR. HOLSCHER:  No, Your Honor.  What I'm

                4 suggesting to you is under Federal Rules of Evidence we 
can

       09:23    5 introduce evidence for impeachment.  Under the Federal

                6 Rules of Evidence under limited circumstances we can 
bring

                7 in evidence substantively and admit it for its truth.

                8 Under Federal Rules evidence.

                9             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Your Honor, I'm not sure --

       09:23   10             MR. HOLSCHER:  I'm not trying to do any

               11 speaking objection.  I'm giving you an explanation of the

               12 rule.  May I finish?

               13                  There are limited circumstances where

               14 prior testimony can come in as an actual exhibit and 
direct

       09:23   15 evidence if it's a prior statement of a witness under 
oath

               16 to be admitted against the same party that had the same

               17 motives and intentions in both instances it can be

               18 admitted.



               19                  So what I was saying, Your Honor, was 
that

       09:24   20 not only do I believe this is admissible for impeachment 
as

               21 you correctly ruled, but it also as additionally 
admissible

               22 and we can do this after the jury leaves for its truth as 
a

               23 substantive exhibit.  That's what I was trying to get at.

               24 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

       09:24   25  Q.   Can we please post that.  And, Pam, could you 
please
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                1  put up Page 2378, Line 22 through Page 2379 Line 5.

                2                  Now, what I want to do to set the stage.

                3  Mr. Rice, when you were testifying in the EBS trial --

                4  well, no, we'll just post this.  If you could just read

       09:24    5  the questions and answers you gave in the EBS trial?

                6  A.   "When did you view the time that" --

                7             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I will object to the

                8 extent that I don't think this is inconsistent with what 
he



                9 just testified.

       09:24   10             THE COURT:  It would be quicker if we just 
hear

               11 the testimony and let the jury decide.  Read your

               12 testimony.

               13             THE WITNESS:  "When did you view the time 
that

               14 any credit was being given in the Enron stock for the 
value

       09:25   15 of EBS?"

               16                  "ANSWER:  I don't understand the 
question.

               17 Well, did there come a time when you concluded that,

               18 really, there's nothing being credited in the market 
price

               19 for Enron, for EBS answer.  There did come a time.

       09:25   20                  "Question.  When, in your mind, did that

               21 occur?"

               22                  "Around March 2001."

               23 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               24  Q.   Pam, can you also put up Page 214.

       09:25   25             THE COURT:  How is that different than the
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                1 testimony?

                2             MR. HOLSCHER:  He said little value and on

                3 direct exam he said there was a negative value and gave

                4 another answer on direct exam.

       09:25    5 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                6  Q.   If we could, Pam, put up defense Exhibit 33464 and 
go

                7  to Page 14.  This is Page 2877 of the trial transcript.

                8  It would be Page 14 for you.  I'd like to go to Line 24.

                9  And could you go on to the next page, please, Pam.  And

       09:26   10  could you blow up just the first five on the left-hand

               11  side, Pam, just the first four -- no the other side,

               12  please, the first four lines.  The top of that screen,

               13  Pam, Lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

               14                  Now, in fact, Mr. Rice, you testified in

       09:27   15  the last trial that will after the Braveheart 
transaction

               16  you believed there was no value in the Enron stock

               17  relating to EBS, essentially ex-business; right?

               18  A.   After the Braveheart transaction.

               19  Q.   I'm sorry.  After the termination of the 
Blockbuster



       09:27   20  transaction?

               21  A.   After the termination of -- sometime after the

               22  termination of the Blockbuster transaction, I did not

               23  believe there was much value for EBS embedded in Enron

               24  stock.

       09:27   25  Q.   And, Pam, could you go to the demonstrative board 
and
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                1  just please put in a --

                2             MR. HOLSCHER:  Again, just for demonstrative

                3 purposes, Your Honor, and while she's doing that, I will 
go

                4 to the chart here.

       09:27    5                  And could you please put a red line in

                6 after that say March ninth time period hhh.

                7 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                8  Q.   And while you're doing that I just want to go with

                9  you, Mr. Rice, you've been testifying on direct exam 
about

       09:28   10  statements you believe Mr. Skilling made on March 23rd 
and



               11  April 17th, that you believed might somehow have been

               12  incorrect; is that right?

               13  A.   Yes.

               14  Q.   And you agree that all of those statements you

       09:28   15  testified to on direct exam were made after you believed

               16  that there was no value in Enron stock price within EBS;

               17  correct?

               18  A.   Yes, that's correct.  At least as it relates to

               19  things that occurred on March 23rd and March 17 -- I 
mean

       09:28   20  April 17.

               21  Q.   We can put that down, Pam.  Pam, could you please 
put

               22  up Mr. Rice's testimony on February 14th in this trial 
at

               23  Page 2861, Lines 14 through 16.  That's Page 2861, Lines

               24  12 through 16, please.

       09:29   25                  And that's your testimony regarding a
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                1 statement that Mr. Skilling had made?



                2  A.   Yes, it is.

                3  Q.   At the March 23rd call?

                4  A.   Yes.

       09:30    5  Q.   And that was -- you were giving your testimony that

                6  you believed that that was not correct; right?

                7  A.   Yes.

                8             MR. HOLSCHER:  Now, Your Honor, just to set 
the

                9 stage I would like to put up the transcript of that part 
of

       09:30   10 Mr. Skilling's statement that Mr. Rice was giving his

               11 opinion on, and that's Government's Exhibit 4437, which 
is

               12 Tab 135, Mr. Rice.  Do you have that in front of you?

               13             THE WITNESS:  Yes.

               14 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

       09:30   15  Q.   Could you please look at Page 6, Lines 1 through 7.

               16  Ask you to go all the day down to Line 11, go all the 
way

               17  from Lines 1 through 11.  I'm sorry.  Just go to the end

               18  of 7 where it refers to the "specific contracts to show

               19  you."

       09:31   20                  Mr. Rice, that is the language from the

               21  March 23rd call that you were saying --

               22                  I'm sorry, Pam.  I wasn't clear, I would



               23  like all from 1 to 7.  I'm sorry.

               24                  Mr. Rice, that's the language that

       09:31   25  Mr. Skilling used on the March 23rd call that you told
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                1  this jury you believed was not true; is that right?

                2             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Your Honor, I think this

                3 relates to different point than he just put up there.  He

                4 may have testified this wasn't true, but I don't want to

       09:32    5 mislead the jury as to the pages as to what he was just

                6 talking about on his testimony.

                7 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                8  Q.   Do you see that -- those statements?

                9  A.   Yes.

       09:32   10  Q.   As you sit here today, do you believe those are

               11  truthful statements?

               12  A.   I think those are truthful statements.

               13  Q.   You just shortened your cross a tad, Mr. Rice.

               14                  On direct exam, Mr. Rice, you testified



       09:33   15  that you believe that the loss of the Blockbuster 
contract

               16  was a bad thing for EBS; right?

               17  A.   Yes.

               18  Q.   I'd like to show you Defense Exhibit 6654, which is

               19  Tab 136.  Mr. Rice, is this a February 28th, 2001 memo 
you

       09:33   20  received from the Enron Broadband Services business

               21  controls and securities group?

               22  A.   Yes.

               23  Q.   And was this essentially analysis of the 
Blockbuster

               24  contract and what alternatives EBS had?

       09:33   25  A.   If you will give me a minute.  I want -- I would 
like
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                1  to look at it.  Okay.  What was the question?

                2  Q.   Is this a memo you received around February 28th of

                3  2001?

                4  A.   Yes.

       09:34    5             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, we move defense



                6 Exhibit 6654 in evidence.

                7             THE COURT:  It's admitted.

                8              (Exhibit Number ** was admitted)

                9 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

       09:34   10  Q.   Pam, can you please put that up.

               11                  You agree that as February 28, 2001, the

               12  experts at EBS analyzing how Blockbuster was holding up 
to

               13  its side of the agreement believed that Blockbuster had

               14  been ineffective in acquiring contracts from movie

       09:35   15  studios?

               16  A.   Yes, that's correct.

               17  Q.   So when you told the jury on direct exam that you

               18  thought the Blockbuster contract was better than the

               19  alternatives because it was a 20-year contract; do you

       09:35   20  recall that testimony?

               21  A.   Yes.

               22  Q.   In fact, Blockbuster was unable to give EBS any

               23  decent movies to show the public; right?

               24  A.   The first few months of the agreement we were

       09:35   25  disappointed with what they were able to deliver.
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                1  Q.   As of the time of the termination of March of 2001,

                2  how many months were in the agreement with Blockbuster?

                3  A.   Nine or ten.

                4  Q.   So it would be nine or ten months for Blockbuster 
to

       09:35    5  get the contents right?

                6  A.   That's true.

                7  Q.   And, in fact, you told Mr. Skilling before March of

                8  2001 that you believed EBS was much better off if we're

                9  freed up to negotiate directly with the studios; right?

       09:36   10  A.   No, that's not what I told him.

               11  Q.   In fact, Mr. Rice, it was a running joke with EBS

               12  regarding the terrible titles that Blockbuster was

               13  providing you; right?

               14  A.   They were providing us terrible titles.

       09:36   15  Q.   Can you give this jury the name of one movie that 
EBS

               16  provided in the 10 months that you believed was a movie

               17  many people would want to see?

               18  A.   There was one, but I don't remember the name of it,

               19  and because it was like a teen movie, but no, they were



       09:36   20  not doing a good job getting us content, I will

               21  acknowledge that.

               22  Q.   Would you agree, Mr. Rice, they were doing a 
terrible

               23  job of getting you any decent first run movies?

               24  A.   As of first January and February of 2001, they were

       09:37   25  not getting us good movies.  They told me they were
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                1  trying, they tried to convince me that they were about 
to

                2  get a breakthrough deals with Disney and others, but

                3  always of that point in time, no, they weren't doing a

                4  good job.

       09:37    5  Q.   And Blockbuster had 10 months to get you these

                6  titles; right?

                7  A.   They did.

                8  Q.   Now, if I were on the jury, I'd think wait a second 
I

                9  go in the Blockbuster store, there's thousands and

       09:37   10  thousands of titles but, in fact, Blockbuster had to



               11  engage in separate negotiations with studios for the 
right

               12  to have these movies go on the internet; right?

               13  A.   Yes.  Not only Blockbuster, but anybody would have 
to

               14  and those negotiations do take time.

       09:37   15  Q.   And, in fact, Mr. Rice, you learned sometime in 
late

               16  2000, early 2001, that the studios strongly disliked

               17  Blockbuster because on the video area where it was at 
the

               18  stores, Blockbuster squeezed the studios and took away

               19  their margins; right?

       09:38   20  A.   Yes.  And that's exactly the reason that I liked

               21  having Blockbuster on our side.

               22  Q.   And, in fact, Mr. Rice, you had originally told

               23  Mr. Skilling and everyone at Enron that Blockbuster was

               24  going to deliver high quality titles; correct?

       09:38   25  A.   I did tell him that.
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                1  Q.   And they didn't; right?

                2  A.   They didn't as of January of 2001.

                3  Q.   And, in fact, Mr. Rice, under the Blockbuster deal

                4  for these bad movies, Enron had to give Blockbuster 
about

       09:38    5  a $1.25 cut per movie; right?

                6  A.   Well, the 20-year contract called for us to give 
them

                7  a dollar 20 or 25, something like that, for each movie

                8  over the 20 years.

                9  Q.   Right.  So the bad movies that Blockbuster is 
giving

       09:38   10  you, during this ten-month time period, you actually 
have

               11  to pay them $1.25; correct?

               12  A.   Right.  But we only pay them if someone orders that

               13  bad movie, so apparently some people still want to pay 
the

               14  $3.50 or whatever for those movies and we're perfectly

       09:39   15  happy to pay them the $1.20 even if it is a bad movie.

               16  Q.   And I'll move on a bit here.  In fact, in this

               17  content analysis looking at the first page, do you agree

               18  with the conclusion that Blockbuster had been 
ineffective

               19  in acquiring content?

       09:39   20  A.   I agree that they had been, yes.



               21  Q.   And if you could go to the second page.  In fact, 
the

               22  internal experts at EBS had recommended that EBS just

               23  negotiate directly with the studios; right, rather than

               24  going through Blockbuster?

       09:39   25  A.   Yes.
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                1  Q.   And in this time period February 2001, you were

                2  actually thinking about, "let's just buy Blockbuster;

                3  right"?

                4  A.   Yeah, that's how bad I thought we needed someone 
with

       09:40    5  Blockbuster's brand name to help us.

                6  Q.   Isn't that how bad you thought Blockbuster was

                7  performing under the contract, Mr. Rice?

                8  A.   No.  No, the acquisition of Blockbuster had nothing

                9  to do whether they were performing under the contract.

       09:40   10  Q.   If EBS bought Blockbuster then you'd be running

               11  Blockbuster; right?

               12  A.   I don't think so, no.



               13  Q.   Okay.  If you could look at the Pam go down a 
little

               14  bit farther just the part that talks about acquisition 
of

       09:40   15  Blockbuster.  So again, this February 2001 time period 
we

               16  described EBS' condition to this jury, you were

               17  considering potentially spending about $2 billion to buy

               18  Blockbuster; correct?

               19  A.   We did look at that.

       09:40   20  Q.   And you believed that Enron had the financial

               21  capability to finance that for you if you could justify

               22  that that was a good transaction; right?

               23  A.   Yes.

               24  Q.   Now, I'd like to have you look look at Tab 67, 
which

       09:41   25  is Defense Exhibit 6670.
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                1  A.   What was the tab number?

                2  Q.   I'm sorry, Tab 67.



                3  A.   Okay.

                4  Q.   It's in that binder.

       09:41    5  A.   It's a different book.  Getting my weightlifting

                6  workout today.

                7  Q.   Is defense Exhibit 6670 the EBS news release and Q

                8  and As regarding the Blockbuster termination contract?

                9  A.   Yes.  It's an e-mail with apparently those attached

       09:42   10  to it.

               11  Q.   And this is something that you received -- if you

               12  look down at the very bottom, the CCs, the very bottom 
of

               13  the incident there.  Do you see that?

               14  A.   Yes.

       09:42   15             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, we move to admit

               16 Exhibit 6670.

               17             MR. BERKOWITZ:  No objection, Your Honor.

               18             THE COURT:  All right it's admitted.

               19               (Exhibit Number ** was admitted)

       09:42   20 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               21  Q.   Would you please publish that hand Pam if we could 
go

               22  to the second page.  In fact, Mr. Rice, you reviewed the 
Q

               23  and A here and the press release before it went out;

               24  right?



       09:42   25  A.   Yes, I did.
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                1  Q.   And you approved it; right?

                2  A.   Yes.

                3  Q.   If you could go to the first paragraph could you

                4  please read the first Q and A?

       09:42    5  A.   The question is, "Will Enron continue to pursue

                6  entertainment on demand?"  The answer, "Absolutely.  We

                7  have developed the primary delivery platform for

                8  entertainment on demand.  We intend to secure

                9  relationships to deliver a wide variety of content,

       09:43   10  including movies, games, television programming and

               11  music."

               12  Q.   And you believed as of this time period, that Enron

               13  had developed the premier delivery platform --

               14  A.   Yes, I did.

       09:43   15  Q.   -- for entertainment demand?

               16                  If you could go to the bottom of that,



               17 Pam, just the second to the last Q and A.

               18                And in that second to the last Q and A

               19 you're referring to the fact that Enron at this point is

       09:43   20 going to initiate its own discussions with the movie

               21 studios.

               22  A.   That's correct.

               23  Q.   And, in fact, Enron aggressively did do that after

               24  this time period; right?

       09:43   25  A.   Yes, we did.
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                1  Q.   And if we could go to the second page.  Pam, go to

                2  the part that refers to what happens to Enron's rollout

                3  plans.

                4                  Could you read that question and answer,

       09:44    5  please, Mr. Rice.

                6  A.   The question is, "What happens to Enron's rollout

                7  plans?"  The answer is, "Enron has developed a platform,

                8  and will take our service to the next level by adding a

                9  broad range of content, including movies, games,



       09:44   10  television programs and music on an accelerated basis."

               11  Q.   And that was a true statement, right, Mr. Rice?

               12  A.   It's true to the extent that that was what we hoped

               13  to do.

               14  Q.   And if we could go to the press release, Pam, a few

       09:44   15  pages back.

               16                  Could you just read to the jury your 
quote

               17 in the press release.

               18  A.    "The exclusive relationship has not yet -- has not

               19  yielded the quality and quantity of movies needed to 
drive

       09:44   20  demand for this exciting new on demand service, said

               21  Kenneth rise, Enron Broadband Services chairman and CEO.

               22                  We validated our ability to deliver

               23  content on demand through the trial, and now Enron wants

               24  to take our service to the next level by adding content

       09:45   25  and subscribers on an accelerated basis".
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                1  Q.   In fact, as of this March 9, 2001 time period you

                2  actually believed that having a Blockbuster deal out of

                3  the way could enable EBS to actually get better movies;

                4  right?

       09:45    5  A.   I was -- I was concerned that not having 
Blockbuster

                6  as a partner would hinder our ability to get any movies 
at

                7  all, but given the fact that we were terminating our

                8  relationship with Blockbuster, we had developed a 
platform

                9  and we were determined to find movies on our own if 
that's

       09:45   10  what we had to do.

               11  Q.   Let's look at Defense Exhibit 20547.  That's Tab 
141.

               12  Go back to the other book.

               13  A.   I'll leave this one here?

               14  Q.   Yes.

       09:46   15  A.   141?

               16  Q.   Correct.  Mr. Rice, is this document a summary of 
the

               17  deal that EBS signed with Dream Work Studio on June 13,

               18  2001?

               19  A.   That's what it appears to be.

       09:46   20  Q.   Have you seen this before today?



               21  A.   I don't think so.

               22  Q.   Do you recognize this as the type of deal summary

               23  sheets that people at EBS prepared for you and others to

               24  review?

       09:47   25  A.   I really haven't seen one in this format before but
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                1  that's what it appears to be.

                2             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, we'd move to admit

                3 Defense Exhibit 20547.

                4             THE COURT:  Why?

       09:47    5             MR. HOLSCHER:  To walk through briefly some

                6 part of the contract.

                7             THE COURT:  How is that relevant?

                8             MR. HOLSCHER:  It's being relevant when you 
get

                9 to see the movies that EBS has just gotten as part of 
this

       09:47   10 contract.

               11             THE COURT:  Well, why don't you just ask him 
if



               12 EBS entered into contracts with other providers of the

               13 films instead of going through all these documents.

               14             MR. HOLSCHER:  For the record, I think this 
is

       09:47   15 the first one, Your Honor.

               16             THE COURT:   For the record, I'm going to 
rule

               17 whether it's admissible or not.

               18                  Did EBS enter into contracts with other

               19 providers of movies?

       09:47   20             THE WITNESS:  We did enter into a couple of

               21 short-term agreements.

               22             THE COURT:  Did you provide movies to EBS

               23 customers based on those agreements?

               24             THE WITNESS:  I don't know whether we 
actually

       09:48   25 ever got those movies on our BOD^ system or not.
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                1 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                2  Q.   And, Mr. Rice, in fact, did you know as part of the



                3  Dream Works contract that EBS entered into and to CEO,

                4  that EBS obtained the rights to the movie -- to put on 
its

       09:48    5  video on demand platform the movies, "Almost famous" --

                6             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I'm going to object 
he's

                7 trying to get into an area we just covered what he said.

                8             THE COURT:  I sustain the objection.  This is

                9 beyond the scope of direct and it's impeachment on a

       09:48   10 collateral matter.

               11 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               12  Q.   Do you agree generally, Mr. Rice, that EBS was able

               13  to get better content directly from the studios 
including

               14  academy award winning films from Dream Works and other

       09:48   15  studios?

               16             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Same objection.

               17             THE COURT:  Overruled.

               18             THE WITNESS:  It was my understanding that we

               19 were able to get movies that were better titles but we 
were

       09:49   20 only able to get those on short-term essentially trial

               21 commitments.

               22 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               23  Q.   And, in fact, for many studios you were going to 
get



               24  these academy award winning films shortly after they had

       09:49   25  left the movie theaters; correct?
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                1  A.   I don't -- that's not my recollection.

                2  Q.   And do you have any understanding as to whether or

                3  not a title is more valuable if you get the rights to 
use

                4  it shortly or after it's played at movie theaters or a

       09:49    5  longer time afterwards?

                6  A.   All I know is that if we can't count on the long-
term

                7  ability to get movies from those studios, we can't make 
a

                8  long-term commitment to build out our network.  And my

                9  biggest concern was that we didn't have long-term

       09:49   10  commitments from any of those studios.

               11  Q.   Are you aware of any memo that you have in the 
files

               12  of EBS expressing your concern about the lack of long-
term

               13  commitments?



               14  A.   I don't -- I don't know of any.

       09:50   15  Q.   And you spent a lot of time preparing for your

               16  testimony, reviewing your documents; right?

               17  A.   Yes.

               18  Q.   To the extent that you had a concern about the lack

               19  of long-term commitments in that time period, you didn't

       09:50   20  write it down anywhere; right?

               21  A.   I probably wouldn't have.

               22  Q.   And, Mr. Rice, in fact, you knew that with the

               23  studios like Dream Works with a six-month contract 
entered

               24  into, that the parties had agreed to negotiate at the 
same

       09:50   25  time a long-term contract; right?
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                1             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, objection.

                2             THE COURT:  Overruled.

                3             THE WITNESS:  I wasn't aware of that, but I

                4 also know that a contract isn't a contract until it is



       09:50    5 done.  I've seen many times where we have agreed that we

                6 would ultimately enter into a long-term deal and it's

                7 worthless to have an agreement to agree.

                8 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                9  Q.   You're also aware that EBS had a contract with New

       09:51   10  Line Cinema?

               11  A.   I know that we had short-term contracts with a 
couple

               12  of those companies.  Now, I don't know the dates of 
those.

               13  I don't think they were as early as March, but I do know

               14  that we had -- we were able to get short-term contracts

       09:51   15  essentially, trial contracts with a couple of studios.

               16  Q.   Are you familiar with the studio Jet Cast?

               17  A.   No.

               18  Q.   They had about 200 titles.  Do you recall that EBS

               19  had a contract with Jet Cast?

       09:51   20  A.   No, I don't remember that.

               21  Q.   Can you tell the jury -- do you know whether or not

               22  that was a ten-year deal with Jet Cast?

               23  A.   I think today is the first time I've ever heard of

               24  Jet Cast.

       09:51   25  Q.   And you would agree that a ten-year content deal
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                1  would be the kind of long-term deal that might give you

                2  the comfort to invest in the delivery platform?

                3  A.   If it's a ten-year deal with a viable studio that 
has

                4  good content, that would certainly be helpful.

       09:52    5  Q.   At any time before today, did you review the 
library

                6  of 200 movies the Jet Cast made available made available

                7  to EBS for a ten-year contract?

                8  A.   I don't know anything about Jet Cast.

                9  Q.   Would it be fair to say that there were contracts

       09:52   10  being negotiated with the studios that you just don't 
know

               11  about?

               12  A.   I think that we had individuals that were trying to

               13  negotiate contracts with studios and I am sure I didn't

               14  know about all of them.

       09:52   15  Q.   Do you know whether or not EBS had discussions with

               16  Universal to get their movies?

               17             MR. BERKOWITZ:  Judge, I'll object --



               18             THE COURT:  Do you know?

               19             MR. BERKOWITZ:  -- to the question.

       09:52   20             THE WITNESS:  I don't know.

               21 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

               22  Q.   Do you know if EBS had a term sheet with Sony?

               23  A.   I don't know for sure about that either.

               24  Q.   Do you have -- you did spend some time going down 
to

       09:52   25  visit the heads of some of these studios; right?
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                1  A.   I had a meeting with Michael Lowitz^, who was the

                2  head of studio, I don't remember the name of the studio,

                3  but I don't recall meeting with the heads of other

                4  studios.

       09:53    5  Q.   He's the only one you recall meeting?

                6  A.   Yes.

                7  Q.   Are you aware -- I'm not sure if I asked this yet.

                8  Are you aware whether or not there was a term sheet with

                9  Sony with EBS?



       09:53   10  A.   I think you asked, and no, I don't know whether 
there

               11  was one.

               12  Q.   As of the April 2001 time period, did EBS have more

               13  movie titles from these studios -- I understand you 
don't

               14  know all the contracts or didn't view them -- did EBS 
have

       09:53   15  more titles under contract than it had under the

               16  Blockbuster deal?

               17  A.   I think that we did.

               18  Q.   Do you have any opinion, or did you review those

               19  titles to reach some opinion as to whether those titles

       09:54   20  were the higher quality than Blockbuster titles?

               21  A.   I don't remember reviewing them, but almost any 
title

               22  would be higher quality than what we got from 
Blockbuster.

               23  Q.   I'd like to show you defense Exhibit 6715.  I'm 
going

               24  to turn to the bandwidth remediation side of -- in this

       09:54   25  2001 time per, Mr. Rice.
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                1  A.   What?

                2  Q.   It's Tab 77.  And while you do that I want to just 
--

                3  just to frame the issue to put up your February 14, 2006

                4  trial testimony at Page 2851, Line 6 through 19.

       09:55    5                  Do you recall, Mr. Rice, that this was

                6  part of Mr. Skilling's statements that you gave your

                7  opinion of on direct exam?

                8  A.   Yes.

                9  Q.   And you indicated that you did not believe that EBS

       09:56   10  was having a great quarter in intermediation side of the

               11  business; correct?

               12  A.   Correct.

               13  Q.   You do agree that that EBS did have an enormous 
lead

               14  over the other players in the industry; right?

       09:56   15  A.   I -- it depends on how you define lead.  I think we

               16  were doing more trades than anybody else in the 
industry.

               17  Q.   EBS had by a good margin the largest market 
position

               18  in nearly every one of these broadband markets that it 
was

               19  in; right?



       09:56   20  A.   I think we did, yes.

               21  Q.   So that would be in your view, having a lead over 
the

               22  other players; right?

               23  A.   I think we had a lead.

               24  Q.   How many people did EBS have -- let me ask you,

       09:56   25  Mr. Skilling gave some numbers about the number of 
people
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                1  involved in EBS intermediation business versus your

                2  competitors, you agree those numbers were truthful, 
right?

                3  A.   I think they were, yes.

                4  Q.   And those showed that EBS had in some instances 
more

       09:57    5  than 10 times the number of traders than your 
competitors;

                6  right?

                7  A.   I think that's the case, yes.

                8  Q.   Now, if you could please turn to Defense

                9  Exhibit 6715.  Is this -- Pam, don't put it up yet, I



       09:57   10  don't think we've had it admitted.

               11                  Is this an e-mail from Barry Pierce^ to

               12  you and others regarding the EBS global trading quarter

               13  one highlights?

               14  A.   Yes, it is.

       09:57   15  Q.   And who is Barry Pierce?

               16  A.   Barry Pierce was a gentleman that worked for

               17  Mr. Hannon, Mr Echols and was one of the administrative

               18  financial people he kept track of our numbers.

               19  Q.   And what was Barry Pierce's job?  Do you know what

       09:57   20  his position was at the company?

               21  A.   I'm not sure what his title was.

               22  Q.   Okay.

               23             MR. HOLSCHER:  Your Honor, we move to admit

               24 Defense Exhibit 6715.

       09:58   25             MR. BERKOWITZ:  No objection, Your Honor.
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                1             THE COURT:  All right.  It's admitted.

                2              (Exhibit Number ** was admitted)



                3 BY MR. HOLSCHER:

                4  Q.   If we could go to the first page.  Again, quickly,

       09:58    5  this is the e-mail from Barry Pearce to you and others

                6  with a -- with the highlights for the first quarter for

                7  EBS global trading?

                8  A.   Yes.

                9  Q.   And you received these updates from Mr. Pearce from

       09:58   10  time to time?

               11  A.   Yes.

               12  Q.   And if he could go to the memo itself.  And is this

               13  one of the documents that you would review, Mr. Rice, in

               14  trying to evaluate whether EBS was making progress on 
the

       09:58   15  intermediation side of its business?

               16  A.   It's one that I would use to look at at our 
progress

               17  on the trading part of our business.

               18  Q.   This is a document you would look auto if there was

               19  essentially growth in the number of trades and

       09:59   20  counter-parties in the various markets that EBS was 
trying

               21  to create liquidity; right?

               22  A.   Yes.

               23  Q.   If we can look at the -- go down a little further 
in



               24  the first page and if you could blow up just the first

       09:59   25  half.
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                1                  Under the summary section, on the

                2  left-hand side you agree that's the listing of some of 
the

                3  different submarkets that EBS had identified for trading

                4  and bandwith?

       09:59    5  A.   That's correct.

                6  Q.   So you agree that, in fact, there were really six 
or

                7  more different bandwidth intermediation markets that EBS

                8  was developing in this 2001 time period?

                9  A.   There -- well, there were really four, because, the

       09:59   10  DRAM and the chips were really not bandwidth and neither

               11  were media services.

               12  Q.   So in other words, there were actually three other

               13  areas that weren't technically even bandwidth that EBS 
was

               14  also trying to create a new market in; correct?



       10:00   15  A.   We were trying to create a market in those areas.

               16  Q.   To put this in perspective, Mr. Rice, would you 
agree

               17  that on the left-hand side is seven new potential 
markets

               18  that had never before been intermediated or traded on a

               19  market level in the world?

       10:00   20  A.   I think that's fair to say.

               21  Q.   And when you testified in direct exam about 
bandwidth

               22  intermediation trades were you just grouping these all

               23  together kind of just generally?

               24  A.   I'm not sure what testimony you're referring to, 
but

       10:00   25  our bandwidth intermediation business consisted of our
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                1  trading as well as the marketing and structuring of 
longer

                2  term transactions.

                3  Q.   And if we could go down to the second half of this.

                4                  If you could just read those but points,



       10:01    5  please?

                6  A.   GT, which is short for Global Trading -- "traded

                7  271,000 terabytes in quarter one, compared to 257,000

                8  terabytes in 2000.  This represents an analyzed growth 
of

                9  321 percent.  Global trading completed 611 trades in the

       10:01   10  first quarter, compared to 330 in 2000 annualized growth

               11  of 640 percent.

               12                  Global trading completed trades with 82

               13 new counter-parties (gross across commodities) and 66 new

               14 legal entities.  This compares with 65 (57) in 2000

       10:01   15 annualized growth of 404 percent.

               16                  Eurpoe completed 47 trades in the first

               17 adequate compared to 17 in 2000.

               18                  Media services completed 39 trades in 
the

               19 first quarter, compared to 2 in 2000.

       10:02   20                  Year to date we have 9.4 trades each

               21 working day.  During fourth quarter 2000, this number was

               22 3.6 and compares to Q3 and Q2, 2000 figures of 1.0 and 
0.5

               23 respectively."

               24  Q.   And was the EBS trading operation on a mark to 
market

       10:02   25  accounting?
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                1  A.   I believe it was.

                2  Q.   And just briefly, when you were -- buying and 
selling

                3  these commodities, these -- in this market, you would

                4  value each day what EBS had and of its portfolio and 
what

       10:02    5  value the market it's giving it as of that day; right?

                6  A.   Yes.

                7  Q.   Okay.

                8  A.   Yes.^

                9  Q.   So in this time period, some of the dark fiber

       10:02   10  markets were actually declining in prices; correct?

               11  A.   Yes.

               12  Q.   So to the extent that EBS had positions in dark 
fiber

               13  on mark to market basis, it would reflect a "loss on its

               14  books;" right?

       10:03   15  A.   Yes.  I don't -- I'm not really the one to talk 
about



               16  how that that was accounted for.  But what we did was we

               17  valued our over all portfolio on a daily basis.  And I

               18  don't know the extent to which the dark fiber was 
included

               19  in that portfolio.

       10:03   20  Q.   But yesterday or the day before you were talking to

               21  the jury about losses and EBS and trading.  And we had a

               22  more simpler version of if you buy high and sell low you

               23  may have a loss; do you recall that testimony?

               24  A.   Yes.

       10:03   25  Q.   In fact, EBS' margins were based upon essentially 
the
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                1  value of that on that day of the various things in its

                2  portfolio; correct?

                3  A.   Yes.

                4  Q.   So EBS during this time period, may well have had

       10:04    5  very effective trading operations, but if it has what's

                6  called a long position, if the markets are going down, 
it



                7  may show up as a loss on its books; correct?

                8  A.   If that long position is in the same book as the 
rest

                9  of the portfolio.

       10:04   10  Q.   Right.

               11             THE COURT:  We're going to take our morning

               12 recess.  Stand in recess until 10:20.

               13               (A recess was had at 10:04 a.m.)

               14
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